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 Support is not provided. Limitations: no technology-specific results, no hints to output, no inspection, no hardware controls, and
no automation of views or reports. This is an important release. It means that you can view and plot designs at the physical level
of the physical netlists in the exact footprint your circuit layout would occupy. This is equivalent to viewing the netlist as part of
the physical silicon. You are going to use this free tool to see the layout and how it is implemented on physical silicon. This is a
tool for IC design engineers. It uses technology-specific netlist views and physical views to provide a complete visual inspection
of the logic and layout (including RTL design files and mask data). This is what you need to understand the technology. There

are no technology-specific hints, no reports or filters. No inspection, no hardware controls, and no automation of views or
reports. Any design that you can view at the gate level will be able to be plotted at the physical level. What you will get from this

free tool: View netlists in either standard Xilinx or Cadence OrCAD or Allegro format; View standard and non-standard cells
and devices; View the hierarchy of top, gate, and port level cells; Plot a view of the physical design in what is equivalent to
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“module”-level view; View the physical view of the layout (fully described below); Plot a view of the physical design (fully
described below); Export the plot of the physical design; Can also display the design in a “virtual,” “automated,” or “specialized”

mode. The OrCAD® FREE Physical Viewer does not directly provide physical inspection, hardware controls, or automated
reporting. Yes, the viewer is a free download. However, we have paid add-ons that allow you to export plots to iView® and then

run iView® hardware controls on the plot. The iView® Hardware Control software is not free. This tool, like other free
downloads that we make available, is not supported by the Xilinx Technical Support team. It is expected that you can work

around any problems that you experience. OrCAD® and Allegro® FREE Physical Viewer is designed to be compatible with
both Xilinx 82157476af
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